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You may have questions trying to understand what is asperger's syndrome if you or someone you know has Asperger's. Asperger's tends to be more common for each person, but exploring the characteristics to help kids with asperger's syndrome. You may have asperger's syndrome if the disorder discovered by hans asperger in 1940's, the clinical autism spectrum— how rapidly the communication and social interaction, restricted and repetitive stereotyped behavior— take a different and less disabling form. When people tend to gain a lot of recognition in the society, it often resulting in a substantial group of people with asperger's syndrome. The second is called by clinical behavior in which the asperger's syndrome is diagnosed. Your school or community health agency no longer needs to be a referral for an individual with asperger's syndrome. The third is called by clinical behavior in which the asperger's syndrome is diagnosed. Your school or community health agency no longer needs to be a referral for an individual with asperger's syndrome. 

Autism Spectrum Disorder in DSM-5

Autism Spectrum Disorder in DSM-5

Persons with Asperger Syndrome and Employment

People with Asperger Syndrome can face challenges in developing interpersonal relationships that differ from those of other people. For example, difficulties with understanding other people's emotions, maintaining eye contact, difficulties with communication, and difficulties with initiating and maintaining social interactions. People with Asperger Syndrome may have unique strengths, such as an increased capacity for perspective-taking and a desire to understand the thoughts and feelings of others. These strengths can be beneficial in the workplace, where people with Asperger Syndrome may excel in roles that require strong social skills, such as customer service, sales, or administrative work. 

Asperger’s Disorder / Syndrome – social interaction deficit; – restricted, repetitive behaviours. – no language delay and average cognitive skills PDD-NOS / Atypical Autism – social impairment; language difficulties or repetitive behaviors.

Asperger Syndrome is a form of autism. With typical autistic children, language delays (trouble speaking or not speaking at all) are found in most cases, with Asperger's, these delays are much less common. People with Asperger's syndrome generally have average to above average intelligence. For example, children with Asperger's syndrome may have exceptional skills in specific areas, such as music, math, or art. The characteristics of people with Asperger's syndrome may vary from very mild to severe, and the severity of the symptoms can change over time. 
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